The ideal urban
practical complex!
Don’t we all need a lifestyle concept transformation? Just think of an
affordable home that makes you feel you are in a constant getaway,
a place where you can experience the fruit of indulgence, comfort,
and practicality mixed together. Within a totally modern setting, Tilal
El Fanar is the long-awaited arranged marriage of urbanism and
wellbeing, giving birth to a warm home that welcomes residents
and visitors with serenity and privacy.

The Location: An
Extravagant Convenience
Located in a strategic area in the Metn Caza, Tilal El Fanar provides modern and
comfortable housing built on an area of 23,000 sqm. The 182 housing units are
situated in a gated private community and surrounded by 11,600 sqm of
remarkably landscaped green spaces. Fanar is a booming suburban city where
additional educational institutions, banks, hospitals, commercial centers, and
many other central establishments are daily seeing the light. It is 250 m above
sea level, a ten-minute drive away from Beirut and twenty to twenty five minutes
away from Kesrwan district.
Residents’ security is a priority in Tilal El Fanar; the whole project is prudently
guarded and gated. Not only unique technical benefits are offered in a wide array
of characteristics, but the inner comfort of the community is seriously taken into
consideration. For this reason, Tilal El Fanar was thoroughly designed with
ample green areas that are gradually being missed from our urban daily life.
It is surprisingly noticeable that Tilal El Fanar, even located at the heart of Beirut
suburbs, enjoys an amazing sea view, just the perfect last touch of the project’s
serenity and luxury traits.

The Design:
A Modern Serenity
Being at the heart of a suburb does not always mean copying the existing mood
of buildings and surrounding atmosphere. Why not experience avant-garde
design and cutting-edge daily standards in an affordable simple house just near
the city? Whether it is for the 140 - 190 sqm or the 300 sqm townhouses, Tilal
El Fanar takes pride in its high-end material and specifications extended to
every detail, offering unique modern styles and refined forms.
At Tilal El Fanar, architectural design was tailored in line with the most distinguished
models blended with carefully constructed landscaping spots within the gates of the
community. The interior of the apartments are characterized by its open view of
the city and sea, each apartment expressed the utmost elegance while preserving
the warmth of a home every family or couple look for in a final long-term residence.

The Lifestyle:
An Exclusive Culture
The new concept of living that Tilal El Fanar is drawing with its all-inclusive
community lifestyle will change the way you feel about your own house. It will not
only become the unique place you feel most at ease after a long day outside, but
the utter embodiment of recreation and relaxation now within your home. With
sport and healthcare attractions, and a wide array of prestigious services, you will
be able to experience comfortable living with surplus benefits that you once
sought far away from home.
The convenient facilities the residential complex brings take you to another level
of community life. In addition to the general amenities every resident enjoys, our
expert management company offers you private services that are available upon
request such as housekeeping, dry cleaning, apartment maintenance, repair, and
others.

The beneﬁts:
A Relaxing Escape
Along with its high-quality standards and practicality, Tilal El Fanar
provides various benefits.
RECREATIONS:
Semi-olympic swimming pool
Children swimming pool
Tennis and basketball courts
Indoor gymnasium
EXTRA BENEFITS:
Parking space for visitors
Two underground parking lots per apartment
One storage room in underground level
Central telephone connected to control room
Landscaped areas

Hestia is the property management company that is in charge of managing
all services at Tilal El Fanar. As a subsidary to Injaz Holding, Hestia offers a
matchless know-how and an ultimate level of professionalism in delivering
various services, including the common area services and private ones,
according to buyers’ needs. Hestia’s comprehensive scope of work ranges
from corrective and preventive maintenance, rent, security, and parking
management as well as landscaping management and maintenance, to cleaning,
laundry, dry cleaning housekeeping, and janitorial services, along with pest
control and procurement.

The Logistics:
Trendy Characteristics
At Tilal El Fanar, everything was sensibly conceived to grant residents the
ultimate safety, privacy, and practicality.
7/24 security
Emergency power supply for common areas
CCTV monitoring system for common areas
Mechanical ventilation for common areas
Fire detection and protection for common areas
Lightning and surge protection system
Anti-seismic design
Building management system controlling all systems
Firefighting system

SIMPLEX 2 BEDROOMS

SIMPLEX 3 BEDROOMS

TOWN HOUSE LOFT

TOWN HOUSE GROUND FLOOR

TOWN HOUSE FIRST FLOOR

DUPLEX 3 BEDROOMS LOWER

DUPLEX 3 BEDROOMS UPPER

The House, The Home:
Tilal El Fanar
It’s not a cliché but a tangible truth, an achievable deal. It is now your life
opportunity to own the house of your dreams. You will finally be able to
create a real long-term value out of a physical property. Tilal El Fanar is
just one decision away.

Injaz Holding is built and constantly develops today on the founders' success in the
field of development dating back to the early 1980s. The foundation of Injaz Holding
is a direct outcome of its solid portfolio.
Injaz Holding has been delivering outstanding services in the fields of real estate
development, design and consulting, construction management, as well as property
and facility management. With its renowned reputation and long-standing market
presence, it addresses all real estate needs and meets all-time evolving requirements
and standards.
Injaz Holding’s mission is to develop residential and commercial units that meet the
demands of the Lebanese market, with the vision to stand out as a major element in
real estate development.
In addition to Injaz Real Estate Development, Injaz Holding has three subsidiaries
under its umbrella: AA design, Progroup and Hestia.
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